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            DOCK LOADING LIGHT 
   INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

 
                120VAC MODELS 

 

 
   LISTED 

 
MOUNTING: 
 Select a location and drill four holes using the drill template included. Be sure to select the proper hole 

pattern for the model being installed. Recommended mounting height is 6-½ feet 
 For solid surfaces: 3/8-inch lag bolts with appropriate expansion anchors are recommended. For 

hollow walls with no rear access, toggle bolts with expansion wings are recommended. For hollow 
wall with rear access, use 3/8-inch bolts, washers, lock washers and nuts.  

 Secure lamp head assembly to the end of the lamp arm. 
 
MODELS with VERTICALLY ADJUSTABLE LAMP ARMS (Models SDL and DSDL) 
Sufficiently tighten the nut and bolt that holds the lamp arm to the swivel bracket so that the lamp 
arm remains in place. 
  
Warning: 

 Wire guards or grilles are UL required components, providing openings to avoid excessive 
heat buildup.   Promptly replace damaged or missing wire guards or grilles. 

 Using excessive wattage bulbs may cause the lamp heads to overheat resulting in melted 
lamp heads or fire. The maximum wattage bulb that can be used in a lamp head is: 

 For Metal Head- 300 watt incandescent bulb 
For Plastic Head- 150 watt incandescent bulb 
(PAR 38 type lamps have been found to be the most durable type of incandescent bulb.) 

 For HPS Head- 50 watt HPS bulb. CAUTION: All HPS Power:  120 v. 60 Hz ONLY 
 
SERVICING POLYCARBONATE FIXTURES: 

 Do not over-tighten the lamp adjustment screws. 
 For HPS models with a metalized reflector, use a clean, damp cloth on surfaces to avoid scratching 

the reflecting surface. 
 
REPLACEMENT PARTS  (see: www.triliteinc.com/documents.htm for more details) 
 
PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
INCHEAD Metal lamp fixture for incandescent bulbs, complete 
DLWG6 Wire guard for metal lamp fixtures 
733026 Power cord connecting metal lamp fixture to arm 
INCHEAD-P Polycarbonate lamp fixture for incandescent bulbs, complete 
DLWG8-P Wire guard for polycarbonate incandescent lamp fixtures  
733024 Power cord connecting polycarbonate lamp fixture to arm 
413150 Lamp socket for polycarbonate and metal lamp fixtures 
HPSHEAD-P Polycarbonate lamp fixture with reflector for High Pressure Sodium lamps, complete 
203003Y High Pressure Sodium polycarbonate diffuser grill  
HPSFS High Pressure Sodium diffuser grill assembly and clear polycarbonate food service cover 
413000 High Pressure Sodium lamp socket 
423001 50 watt High Pressure Sodium lamp Type LU 50  
443000 High Pressure Sodium lamp igniter 
623000 High Pressure Sodium lamp ballast 
DLFAN 18� diameter 3-speed Fan with adapter power cord 
103567 U-shaped lamp fixture attachment bracket for all models 
403003 On/Off switch for all models 
413019 In-arm power receptacle for all models 
733016 Power cord for 24�, 40� and 60� models 
733014 Power cord for 90� and 114� models 
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